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The STX eila edition one, will undoubtedly set new standards in the field
of premium motorhomes. Not just
because it‘s probably the most phenomenal vehicle the market has
ever seen, no - it is also the first vehicle in this category of luxury motorhomes that is really affordable!
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STX EILA EDITION ONE

CROSSING
BORDERS.
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CLAIMING NEW TERRITORY.
CONVERTING VISIONS INTO REALITY.
Innovation, state-of-the-art engineering and sophisticated
design: it’s the interplay of these key ingredients which takes
the STX eila edition one to the next level and makes it the new
flagship for motorhomes. Our ‘NEXT GENERATION MOTORHOME’
vision was transformed into reality in close collaboration with
the Stephex Group and Italian yacht designer Vittorio Pieroni. The
STX eila edition one offers everything we appreciate in first-class
travel. At the same time, it sets awe-inspiring new standards. The
perfect reciprocity of impressive performance and stunning looks
makes an instant and indelible impression on the observer. Turn
your next trip into a luxury holiday with the STX eila edition one!



STX EILA EDITION ONE „THE NEW FLAGSHIP OF MOTORHOMES!“

EXTERIOR

STX EILA EDITION ONE THE NEW FLAGSHIP OF MOTORHOMES!
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Styled like a luxury yacht, the STX eila edition one radiates majestic
elegance as it glides smoothly through the landscape.
The STX eila edition one exudes aesthetic appeal and sets new market standards
for size and comfort in its price segment. Visionary design, an innovative interior
and incredible eye to detail make the STX eila edition one stand out as a veritable
luxury vessel amongst its motorhome counterparts. As a style icon on the road,
it leaves the competition far behind and offers us a glimpse into the future of
motorhomes.



INTERIOR - LIVING ROOM

Breath-taking charm, an exclusive interior and
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top-notch craftsmanship turn each and every
journey with the STX eila edition one into a
luxury adventure par excellence.
Panorama roof windows flood the cosy living
area with natural light to ensure every single
moment of your journey is unforgettable. Inside,
the delightful colour scheme and harmonious
furnishings are complemented by state-of-theart technology, making the STX eila edition one
a veritable 5-star suite on wheels. Clear contours
and carefully chosen materials exude boundless
elegance and style to create an exceptionally
spacious feeling. Fitted with a 43“ smart TV and
sound system by Bose, the living area of the STX
eila edition one doubles as your own private cinema – no matter where you are in the world.



INTERIOR - KITCHEN

KITCHEN
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Thanks to the lavish fitted kitchen, cooking on board
the STX eila edition one is an experience to savour.
With its timelessly elegant design, luxury surfaces
and state-of-the-art technology, this kitchen is a real
highlight. Innovative new features and clever storage
options ensure there are no limits to cooking meals on
your travels. Fully equipped with everything you know
and love from your kitchen at home, the STX eila edition one leaves nothing to be desired.



INTERIOR - BATHROOM
EXTERIOR

BATHROOM
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Featuring a large rain shower, the elegant bathroom is a
haven for relaxation and well-being. Stylish fittings and
select accessories make this an irresistible spa sanctuary for men and women alike. Storage space has been
ingeniously integrated into the bathroom design, so
there’s plenty of space for all your favourite toiletries –
and you can pamper yourself in style as you travel. To
maximise privacy, the bathroom can be closed off from
the living and sleeping areas. Elegant porcelain fittings
and a harmonious colour scheme create a stylish atmosphere and convey a sense of relaxation.



INTERIOR - BEDROOM / OFFICE

BEDROOM
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A retreat where you can relax and recharge your batteries. Classic
elegance, maximum comfort and top-notch quality are just some
of the words that spring to mind to describe the luxury bedroom
suite of the STX eila edition one. Its appeal lies not only in timeless design, but also in the cosy atmosphere that fills the air. This
is where dreams are made: here in the delightfully comfortable
king-size bed! Carefully selected designer furnishings, tasteful details and generously sized windows support the harmonious and
elegant atmosphere of the bedroom.
The STX eila edition one offers all the comfort and luxury you’d
expect from a 5-star hotel – and more!



INTERIOR - BEDROOM / OFFICE
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OFFICE

For days when business calls and just won’t wait, the bedroom doubles as a separate office area. The large desk
with retractable smart TV offers plenty of space and privacy
for all your work.



INTERIOR - DRIVER‘S CAB STANDARD
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THE DRIVER’S CAB: THE ULTIMATE IN COMFORT

to your exact tastes and requirements when driving. For added safety

The driver’s cab of the STX eila edition one offers all the comforts and

on challenging routes, there’s even a ‘MirrorCam’ that enables you to

special features of a luxury car. With an integrated rear-view camera,

digitally move the camera picture when you manoeuvre, turn corners

active distance assist, emergency brake assist, cruise control and the

or change lanes. The driver’s seat features air suspension and can

dynamic Mercedes-Benz Truck Navigation System, this is an interac-

be adjusted in multiple ways to ensure maximum comfort on long

tive multimedia cockpit par excellence. Numerous customisable fea-

journeys. In the STX eila edition one, we’ve done everything to ensure

tures have also been included to ensure you can adjust the cockpit

you always reach your destination safely!

INTERIOR - DRIVER‘S CAB CARLEX DESIGN
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UNIQUE AND BESPOKE
INTERIOR DESIGNS BY CARLEX



Thanks to Carlex Design, the cockpit of your STX eila edition one

ves, they produce designs that cater to the personal wishes of their

motorhome stands out as a veritable style icon amongst its peers.

customers. This results in a highly expressive and exclusive ambi-

Here, visionary vehicle design starts with outstanding ideas and

ence in which creativity meets impeccable quality. Using only the

bold decisions. Our partner Carlex Design develops unique designs

choicest materials, coupled with highly skilled craftsmanship, Carlex

for customers around the globe. Constantly reinventing themsel-

Design creates unique automobile designs in the luxury segment.

EXTERIOR
DESIGN

CONCEPT
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Striking out in innovative directions is programmed
into eila’s DNA. The resulting blueprint – modelled on a
luxury yacht – is elegant, modern and timeless. Featuring four slide-outs and a total floor area of more than
30 m², the STX eila edition one exudes an unparalleled
feeling of spaciousness. Even when you don’t extend the
slide-outs, the bedroom and bathroom can be used without limitations. Natural light, luxury materials and bespoke furnishings combine to give this flagship motorhome its unique appeal and set it apart from its peers.
With three separate beds, the STX eila edition one can
comfortably accommodate up to six people.



INTERIOR - WHITE GLAM
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INTERIOR - NORDIC TOUCH

The perfect balance between comfort
and functionality. Luxury materials,
innovative features and an ingenious
floor plan raise the STX eila edition one
to a new level. With a timeless design
and a colour scheme that’s perfectly balanced with exclusive materials, Italian
yacht designer Vittorio Pieroni has assuredly raised the bar for motorhomes.
The unique appeal of the interior lies in
the sophisticated interplay of hard and
soft surfaces and dark and light shades. Thanks to four different blueprints,
customers can mix and match various
design elements in a virtually endless
number of ways.

INTERIOR - DOVE CONTRAST
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INTERIOR - TROUFFLE GRACE

The perfect symmetry of thoughtful
colour scheme and tasteful details.
Like a tailor-made suit, customers can
customise the interior design of the
STX eila edition one to match their requirements perfectly. White and grey
leather meet oak and walnut wood
surfaces, and exude a unique atmosphere of well-being that tangibly
pervades each room. It’s this perfect
symphony of thoughtfully selected
materials, clear contours and a keen
eye for detail which raise the STX eila
edition one to the position of design
icon amongst motorhomes.

INTERIOR - LIGHTING CONCEPT
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The spacious feeling inside the motorhome is

touch sensors to subtly modify the overall bright-

further reinforced by the balanced lighting con-

ness in the room. The ingenious indirect lighting

cept. Depending on personal preferences and the

concept integrates all light sources into the rooms

time of day, the lighting throughout the motorho-

elegantly and stylishly. This atmospheric lighting

me can be adjusted to meet your exact wishes and

infuses the STX eila edition one with cosiness and

requirements. Individual lights can be dimmed via

makes you feel instantly at home.

EXTERIOR - GEAR
TECHNOLOGY

GEAR
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THE PERFECT BALANCE
OF PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY.
Top-notch quality, utmost reliability and a long service
life: these are the most important characteristics in a
gearbox. Smooth gear changes, quick response times
and a features that adapt perfectly to individual styles
of driving will make you feel like king or queen of the
road. And with steady, flowing transmission and extremely low noise emission, you can be sure to enjoy a
quiet and comfortable ride. Thanks to excellent fuel economy, the STX eila edition one can cover incredibly long
distances on a single tank of fuel.



TECHNOLOGY - CHASSIS

GERMAN ENGINEERING AND
HIGHEST SAFETY STANDARDS.
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The STX eila edition one unites adventure, fun and
comfort – and takes them to a new level. The adjustable chassis by Mercedes-Benz offers a better
balance between comfort and agility than conventional counterparts. Thanks to its inbuilt tilt function,
the chassis leans automatically into curves to make
your journey even more comfortable. Pneumatic
suspension ensures that shock absorption and stabilisation continually and automatically adapt to
the current road surface. Meaning you can sit calmly
and serenely and enjoy the ride.



EXTERIOR
FUTURE

FUTURE
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JOIN THE ADVENTURE AND
TRAVEL INTO THE FUTURE WITH US!
In terms of construction and design, the STX eila
edition one was designed to strike out in new directions – and make luxury motorhomes accessible to
a wider public. Our goal is to redefine the art of motorhome construction: for ourselves, for our customers and for the entire travel industry. The STX eila
edition one combines the most impressive features
of motorsports with luxury travel and yacht design
to create an automotive masterpiece. Regardless
of where your future travels might take you – you’ll
always live in comfort with the STX eila edition one.
Because adventures on the road can be as luxurious
and comfortable as they are exciting.



TECHNICAL DATA

ENGINES
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STANDARD
CYLINDER
DISPLACEMENT
KW
HP
TORQUE
MAX. WEIGHT
EU LEGISLATION



6
10,7 L
315
428
2100 Nm
2600 KG
Euro Vid

MIDDLE
CYLINDER
DISPLACEMENT
KW
HP
TORQUE
MAX. WEIGHT
EU LEGISLATION

6
12,7 L
350
476
2300 Nm
2600 KG
Euro Vid

POWER
CYLINDER
DISPLACEMENT
KW
HP
TORQUE
MAX. WEIGHT
EU LEGISLATION

6
12,8 L
390
530
2600 Nm
2600 KG
Euro Vid

EXTERIOR
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eila consulting GmbH & Co. KG
Christian-Ritter-von-Langheinrich-Straße 8
D - 95448 Bayreuth
fon. +49 (0) 921-73004510
fax. +49 (0) 921-73004511
contact@eila-edition-one.de
eila-edition-one.de

